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Samdhana in Brief
• Samdhana, in Sanskrit, means:
“a peaceful coming together, a giving back“
• Formed in 2003 by a small group of “Fellows”
• Our vision is for a region where natural, cultural and
spiritual diversity are valued and environmental conflicts
are resolved peacefully, with justice and equity for all
parties
• Achieving this requires that communities who directly
manage their local natural resources, local and
indigenous peoples have clear rights, have ready
recourse to justice, have strong and skilled leadership,
as well as access to appropriate financial resources and
technical support.
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Building resilient indigenous peoples communities
post Haiyan tropical storm, Palawan islands, Philippines
Palawan islands

Tagbanuas of Calamianes
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Traditional/ indigenous
risk reduction
management measures

TIKBAWOYS

Traditional/
indigenous risk
reduction
management
measures

TIKBAWOYS

Participatory Vulnerability and
Capacity Assessments of Tagbanua
IP communities
-

Gender-disaggregated mapping of
livelihood resources
Vulnerable sector mapping (women,
PWDs, Senior citizens)
Risk and hazard mapping and
assessments
Seasonal calendars and valuation of
distribution and care work
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Building climate resilient communities
in small islands, Indonesia
Lombok island

Coastal-tree planting
Traditional wisdom:
- No-fishing zone
- No-fishing time

Ensuring climate resilient livelihoods and food security Coral Reef Rehabilitation by Coral re-planting
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Empowering women and
diversifying livelihoods
Lombok island, Indonesia

- shredded fish meat (fish ‘abon’)
- dried salted fish
- casava cracker
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Overview of GCF accreditation process

Source: Green Climate Fund overview of accreditation process GCF/B.07/11

“Fit for purpose” accreditation categories

Source: http://www.greenclimate.fund/ventures/accreditation/#get-accredited
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Pilot’s early lessons and challenges
on accreditation process:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New process, “learning as you go”, requires large level of detail
All organisation activities should be well documented
All documents for submission to GCF should be in English
NDA relationship powerful political position
Long waitlist for GCF Board approval. “First come first considered”
Very few grassroots NGOs in process (CSE Senegal)
Unclear if local access NGOs will get accelerated priority
Critical to follow GCF Board meeting decisions

Recommendations and Conclusions:
On empowering women to take a lead in adaptation:
• Recognize the importance of women role (incl. hidden role),
strengthen and improve women capacity in doing their current
role, that would include revitalizing and enforcing traditional
knowledge and/or wisdom
• Awareness (to both men and women) on the importance of
being gender-sensitive and gender-responsive
• Give women the chance to have wide range of (incl. new)
experiences
• Stimulate or allow women or gender-balanced participation in
decision making process including planning
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Recommendations and Conclusions:
On Small Grants facilities and Accreditation process:
• Strengthening i/o weakening or creating (high)
dependency to external sources, enable them to help
themselves or face/handle their challenges
• Open the access through intermediary (bridging role)
• GCF should adopt a streamlined requirement process
for smaller entities – learn from Adaptation Fund
revised process
• Need flexibility from GCF Board to ensure small grants
funds get prioritised and approved
• Fiduciary duty is important but should be balanced with
looking at the organization’s reputation in implementing
climate mitigation and adaptation projects
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